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OPTIONS

EXTERNAL DISPLAY

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

WIDTH / DEPTH / HEIGHT  287 mm/10.5”/248 mm/9.8”/243 mm/8.1”
NET WEIGHT  6.5 kg/14.5 lbs

                           110x50 mm/4.33x1.97"
 175x90 mm/6.89x3.54”

SPEED RANGE 800/1,200/1,500 notes/min
INPUT HOPPER CAPACITY  400 new notes

OUTPUT STACKER CAPACITY  300 new notes
POWER SUPPLY 100V~240V 50/60Hz
POWER CONSUMPTION  60 W
FEED SYSTEM  Friction

FEATURES

UV ultraviolet counterfeit detection
IR multiple channel infrared counterfeit detection

RS 232  

MG  detection of magnetic ink

3D additional size detection (length - long side)

three speed selection

Carrying handle

Feed detection  (size, half, double and chain)

Easy updates with PC cable connection

High accuracy and reliability 
Counterfeit banknotes are an ever present reality. In 
USA alone, circulation of counterfeit notes has doubled 
in the last five years. To detect and prevent these 
counterfeits from entering circulation, you need a 
machine that is up to the task. CR2 comes with a full 
range of function that can be tailored to customers’ 
needs. 

Counterfeit Detection
CR2 features state-of-the-art technology to identify 
counterfeits. The machine has full package counterfeit 
detection - Ultra-violet, Magnetic, and Infra-red 
detection functions.   

Proven track record worldwide 
CR2 works with USD, Canadian Dollar, Euro, and many 
other currencies (optional). CR2 Cash Counter has 
successfully passed testing at several major US and 
international banks. The machine comes with 
complimentary 1 year warranty (2 years in certain 
markets). 

Touch Screen Panel 
Big LCD display 
Support multiple currencies 
Easy online software updates 
Optional USB adapter

Carnation Enterprises is a Chicago-based manufacturer and distributor of currency counters. Our mission is to enhance our customers' lives by bringing them unique products that either solve problems or further their lifestyle, 
and eliminate their need to comparison shop by providing them with the best products in the marketplace.  

General info, product inquiries: info@carnation-inc.com  
Marketing Department: marketing@carnation-inc.com 
Sales Department: sales@carnation-inc.com 

Carnation Enterprises | Address: 265 South Prospect Avenue, Itasca, IL 60143 
Contact Phone: 1-800-296-2779 | E-mail: info@carnation-inc.com | Website: www.carnation-inc.com 

 

Ultimate performance and design 

With variable speeds of 800-1500 bills/minute and 
a touchscreen control panel, CR2 offers efficient  
and easy cash handling. This currency counter  
comes complete with BATCH and ADD functions,  
allowing counting out batches of equal number of  
banknotes, or conveniently adding consecutive  
batches of bills together. 

 MIN. BANKNOTE SIZE 
MAX. BANKNOTE SIZE 

RS232 and USB adapter options to choose 

CF switch working state 

CUR select currency 
 CLR clear counting memory  

ADD & BAT          add function  & batch function 

SPEED 




